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Answer the enchanting siren call of the mermaid with this comprehensive, lavishly illustrated

and intricately designed one-of-a-kind lifestyle compendium from the editor in chief of Faerie

Magazine and author of The Faerie Handbook and globally published novel Mermaid, packed

with lore, legends, facts and trivia, beautiful illustrations, and numerous step-by-step projects

and recipes.Beautiful, seductive, mysterious, and potentially dangerous, the mermaid is a

global literary and pop culture icon whose roots date back to ancient sea goddesses and

Greek mythology. From Homer’s Odyssey and Hans Christian Andersen’s fairytale The Little

Mermaid to T.S. Eliot’s "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" and the Disney animated film The

Little Mermaid, this sea vixen has long seduced popular imagination. Cosmetic companies

have drawn inspiration for their makeup lines from mermaids, as have designers throughout

fashion history, from Jean Patou to Jean Paul Gaultier and Alexander McQueen. The fishtail

dress is a perennial long red-carpet staple, favored by the likes of Marion Cotillard, Sofia

Vergara, and Blake Lively.Divided into four sections—Fashion and Beauty; Arts and Culture;

Real Mermaids and Where to Find Them; and Food, Entertaining and Stories of the Sea—The

Mermaid Handbook is a unique and sumptuous compilation filled with creative ideas for

decorating and living inspired by these beauties from the deep. Learn to make a sailor’s

valentine; a mermaid comb and crown; and a pearl and sequin paillette necklace. There are

recipes for mermaid-themed poke bowls, aquatic-themed honey gingerbread cookies, and the

official cocktail of the 1960s-era mermaid attraction Aquarama.Folklore expert Carolyn Turgeon

also includes profiles of true modern mermaids, tail makers, and mermaid bars; visits mermaid

attractions like Weeki Wachee Springs; and provides tips on getting beachy mermaid hair and

creating an alluring eye.



The Mermaid, Howard Pyle, 1910.Delaware Art Museum, Wilmington, USA/Gift of the Children

of Howard Pyle/Bridgeman ImagesEPIGRAPHMy gentle Puck, come hither. Thou

rememberestSince once I sat upon a promontoryAnd heard a mermaid on a dolphin’s

backUttering such dulcet and harmonious breathThat the rude sea grew civil at her songAnd

certain stars shot madly from their spheresTo hear the seamaid’s music?—WILLIAM

SHAKESPEAREA Midsummer Night’s Dream, Act 2, Scene 1Les Oceanides, Gustave Doré,

c.1860–1869.Private Collection/Photo © Peter Nahum at The Leicester Galleries, London/
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PublisherINTRODUCTIONTo hear the sea-maid’s music, illustrated by Arthur Rackham for his

1908 edition of A Midsummer Night’s Dream.Lebrecht Music and Arts Photo Library/Alamy

Stock PhotoTHIS BOOK IS FOR MERMAIDS, AND FOR EVERYONE who loves mermaids,

and for everyone who secretly wants to be a mermaid, deep down. It’s for all those who hold

conch shells to their ears to hear the ocean and its secret messages; who love the soft

iridescent beauty of a shell’s interior; who have a special affinity for pearls and sea glass and

aquamarine; who stalk beaches for a perfect washed-up treasure gleaming from the sand. It’s

also for those who love the feel of salt on their skin and in their hair and who dream of

swimming—tail stretching out behind them—in the open ocean, alongside manta rays, whales,

and dangerous, glittering creatures who could pull you to the ocean floor without a thought—

and you’d almost let them.I wasn’t always one of these people. I wasn’t a mermaid person and

I never secretly wanted to be one, though I loved fairy tales. Like almost every other girl of my

generation, I’d grown up loving Splash and Disney’s animated film The Little Mermaid. I’d spent

most of my life avoiding the ocean, though: I’m not only too pale for the sun but also have an

abiding love of rain, cold weather, and generally nonoceanic terrains. When I visited the Arctic

a few years ago, it was a dream come true. Plus, the ocean is terrifying. Who knows what’s

right there, below the surface?I wrote my novel Mermaid, a reimagining of Hans Christian

Andersen’s story “The Little Mermaid,” almost by accident. In 2008, a British publisher

approached me about buying the UK rights to publish my novel Godmother, which was set to

come out the following year in the United States, and asked to see what else I was working on.

I detailed a few works in progress and then made a somewhat random dream list of other

ideas, including something about a children’s book about a mermaid. The publisher bought that

idea, to my surprise, but wanted an adult novel instead. I wasn’t opposed to the idea—who

wouldn’t want to write about mermaids? I thought—and spent some weeks trying to settle on a

concept before my agent pushed me toward the Andersen tale as a source of inspiration. I

loved “The Little Mermaid” but thought it was far too depressing—beautifully so—to do

anything with until one day I had this image of the human princess come to mind. Although her

character is barely in the story, she’s the one who marries the prince, leaving the mermaid

brokenhearted. I imagined the princess standing on a cliff overlooking the ocean and seeing

the mermaid for the first time, an almost-drowned man in her arms. That would be the kind of

moment that changed a life, I thought—and I could imagine a whole book unfurling from that

moment.I began writing that book in 2009, and that’s when I started seeing what had been

invisible to me before: mermaids are everywhere. They peek out from subway posters, blink up

from Starbucks cups, and lounge treacherously in the guise of statues, plaques, and murals in



cities all over the world. When friends (and strangers on Facebook) learned I was writing the

book, they sent me photographs of mermaids they came across, too: painted on a door in

Santa Fe or on the side of a boat in Germany, sculpted out of snow in Alaska, and, in the flesh,

posing in an old-time mermaid tank in Portland, Oregon.Mermaids in the Deep, Edward Coley

Burne-Jones, 1882.Private Collection/Photo © Christie’s Images/Bridgeman ImagesI started a

blog, I Am a Mermaid, to capture these mermaids from around the world. That’s when I

realized how powerful mermaids really are, how they have held humankind in their dangerous

but incredibly glamorous thrall in one form or another for millennia. Through the blog, I slowly

became aware of a whole culture of people who love mermaids. More than that, I became

aware of a whole culture of people who are mermaids; who, when they put on a tail—and there

are many dazzling, handcrafted, realistic-looking mermaid tails available today—literally and

figuratively slip into a new skin. As I met them, as I interviewed them, as I watched their videos,

I realized that something wonderful and wild was happening behind all the flash and kitsch.

Women were tapping into some mystical, primitive part of themselves, something powerful and

dangerous, even awe-inspiring.I heard many wonderful stories, like that of septuagenarian

Vicki Smith, who began swimming at Weeki Wachee Springs in 1957 and who performed for

Elvis Presley in 1961. She told me that returning to Weeki Wachee in her sixties was a

transformative experience—getting in that water, being weightless and free, made her feel

seventeen again. Bambi the Mermaid, who’s attended every Coney Island Mermaid Parade for

more than twenty-five years, described how being a mermaid helped her during her

bereavement after her husband’s death. Plus, mermaids “never worry about their weight or

growing old or become bogged down by insecurities,” she said. And Raina the Halifax Mermaid

told me how her mermaid persona strips away her usual shyness and insecurities and gives

her confidence and daring; the powerful mermaid was, she realized, the outward expression of

her true, tamped-down inner self. Mermaid after mermaid spoke to me of freedom and power

and a feeling of pure bliss under the water, and the stories kept coming.It’s hard to talk to all

those sea-loving ladies and not fall in love with the sea, too. Eventually I heard the siren song

myself. In 2011, three months after Mermaid was published, I attended mermaid camp at

Weeki Wachee Springs. While I was apprehensive and awkward at first, and deathly afraid of

the mossy-backed turtles in the spring, my first swim in a tail ended up being one of the most

magical days of my life. I’ll never forget the wild manatee that swam in from the adjoining river

and spent all afternoon cavorting with me and a dozen or so other ladies in tails. I found that it’s

easy, and fast, to swim in a tail with your feet in a monofin, which propels you along, and I

loved being in a community of women and immersed in the pure beauty of the spring. A few

months after Weeki Wachee, I went snorkeling for the first time, in St. John, and was amazed

at the array of fish and the way the warm light streams underwater, illuminating everything.

Later that year, a friend and I planned a trip to Nicaragua—and she agreed to get scuba

certified with me there on Big Corn Island, off the country’s Caribbean coast.Scuba diving was

not something I’d ever thought I’d do—willingly get into the open, shark-filled ocean, especially

with gear strapped to my back. When my dive instructor told me to sit on the side of the boat in

my full scuba gear and just let myself fall into the water on my back, I thought she was nuts.

“Be a mermaid,” she said, seeing how scared I was. “You are a mermaid.” For a moment I was

stunned by the coincidental metaphor—until I realized it was what she said to all lady divers.

So I grabbed my respirator and let myself fall, semiconvinced I would be snatched up by a

shark in the process.When I opened my eyes, I wasn’t sure where the surface was. A swarm of

transparent, ghost-like creatures surrounded me. Disoriented, I thought it was the light at first. I

froze, alone in the water as these ghosts danced all around me. When I realized that the



creatures were real (medusas, aka jellyfish, I’d later learn), and that they hadn’t hurt me and

weren’t going to, I exhaled and looked down below, at the reams of spectacular coral stretching

out along the ocean floor. My instructor appeared then, giving me the “OK” sign, which in

scuba diving is a question: “Are you okay?” I made the “OK” sign back to her, and we

descended, jewel-covered schools of fish darting past us.Everything seemed to break open

then. I was weightless, flying through the water, as this new, silent world enveloped me, with its

swaying seaweed, glittering fish, tiny floating medusas, the white rocks and reefs thick with

coral. It was like being in outer space, except that it’s right there, under the surface of the sea. I

understood the breathlessness of all the mermaids I’d spoken to over those months, the

profound experiences they’d had in the water, and I cried in my mask as I experienced all that

otherworldly beauty up close.I went on to scuba dive in St. Lucia and even dove with black-

tipped reef sharks on a weeklong live-aboard diving trip with a boat full of mermaids in the

Bahamas. I never would have imagined I’d be forty-one years old and diving with sharks and

mermaids, but the world is like that sometimes, full of beautiful surprises.I hope you will find

some of your own beautiful surprises inside this book, which celebrates the mermaid—

goddess, fashion icon, muse, kitschy entertainer, seductress, and destroyer—in all her guises.

Perhaps if you hear the sea calling, it will help you tap into your own inner mermaid, too.—

CAROLYN TURGEONI. Fashion & BeautyA Merbella tail, inspired by the mandarin fish,

designed and modeled by couturier Raven Sutter.Tyler SutterTHE MERMAID: A FASHION and

BEAUTY ICONAn untitled illustration by Felix de Gray for the British magazine The Sketch,

June 16, 1937.© Illustrated London News Ltd/Mary EvansTHE MERMAID POSSESSES A

NATURAL BEAUTY, but her aura is distinctively tinged with seduction and potential danger.

After all, as some stories go, she might very well pull you to your death, whether she means to

or not. And it’s that combination of attractiveness, unpredictability, and mystery that has

bestowed upon the mermaid a timeless allure. She is captivatingly beautiful and beguiling—

and strong.With her traditionally long, flowing, sumptuous tresses and an outrageously

curvaceous figure that is never clothed, save for her iridescent, powerful tail, the mermaid has

always been a formidable and fashionable femme fatale, inspiring artists and writers, fashion

designers and stylists, and makeup and hair looks for centuries. Part of that draw is that she is

an enigma—complicated, even contradictory. She’s half human, a gorgeous seductress,

beckoning you to come hither as she lounges seemingly casually on a bed of rocks overlooking

the ocean, but she’s also half fish, encased in shimmering scales, and sexually inaccessible.

Despite all appearances that might indicate a human affiliation, she is otherworldly, dwelling in

the depths of the sea. She joins us and then leaves us just as quickly, plunging back down into

the dark ocean depths among the sunken ships and treasure.Whereas a human who rises on

the rungs of the best-dressed lists or makes waves on the red carpet often depends on a

strong relationship with an individual couturier or stylist, the mermaid doesn’t need outside

help; her fashion sense is inherent. She was born with a sinuous, glittering tail that reveals her

body’s every curve and flares at the end with a flourish. Nonetheless, the tail is not for show, as

much as it dazzles us; it allows her to move through the sea as powerfully as a shark or

whale.The mermaid has been a fashion icon for millennia, and her influence has made its way

into nearly every culture and era. When Project Runway host Tim Gunn was interviewed for the

I Am a Mermaid blog in 2011, he said: “When we consider the catalysts that are essential for

inspiration in the fashion industry, few have the staying power or the potency of mermaids,

owing largely to the fact that mermaids have been part of world literature, lore, art, and artifact

for such a very long time. There will always be a place for mermaid-inspired fashion, provided

that the designs are conceived in a manner that’s relevant to the current moment.” And today,



more than ever, the mermaid exerts her influence. Flowy, tangly tresses, sometimes tinted blue

or green for extra oceanic flavor, are everywhere on social media, as are glitzy mermaid-queen

crowns fashioned from shells and jewels. Gowns mimicking the mermaid’s undulating shape

are perennial favorites on the red carpet and the wedding aisle. The mermaid’s allure can be

au naturel or ultraglamorous, from Disney’s showy Ariel, with her bright flaming hair, lavender

shell top, and green tail, to Madison from Splash, with her more natural bronzed skin, pale

flowing locks, and orange tail, to any number of other incarnations.Sadly, the merman hasn’t

fared so well as an icon of any sort. The Irish male merrows, for example, “are nothing worth

looking at,” reports Katharine Briggs, referencing Crofton Croker’s tale “Soul Cages” in Fairy

Legends of the South of Ireland (1825), “for they have green hair and green teeth and little

pig’s eyes and long red noses, and short arms more like flippers than any respectable arm that

could do a day’s work.”She walks in beauty, like the nightOf cloudless climes and starry

skies;And all that’s best of dark and brightMeet in her aspect and her eyes . . .—LORD

BYRON“She Walks in Beauty,” 1813Grant Brummett captured this glowing image of mermaid

Kathy Shyne for her book, Twig the Fairy and the Mermaid Misadventure, 2011.Grant

BrummettMERMAID TRESSESAn illustration by Warwick Goble for The Book of Fairy Poetry,

1920.Mary Evans Picture LibraryO, train me not, sweet mermaid, with thy note,To drown me in

thy sister’s flood of tears:Sing, siren, for thyself and I will dote:Spread o’er the silver waves thy

golden hairs,And as a bed I’ll take them and there lie,And in that glorious supposition thinkHe

gains by death that hath such means to die:Let Love, being light, be drowned if she sink!—

WILLIAM SHAKESPEAREThe Comedy of Errors, Act 3, Scene 2One of the most enviable

aspects of the mermaid’s looks is her flowing mane, which twirls about her in the sea and

serves as a makeshift cover-up when she washes up on land. A mermaid’s hair is a vital part of

her allure, and the girl knows it, which is why she’s always sitting about on rocks combing it or

adorning it with starfish or shells, checking out her handiwork in a mirror, seemingly unaware of

the distracted sailors who cannot help but crash their ships around her.Moon Mermaid, posing

here for photographer Cheshire Visions, is famous for her flowing blue tresses.Cheshire

VisionsIf you desire shiny, luxurious mermaid tresses, you’re in luck: a mermaid’s hair is her

most attainable human attribute. There are those who prefer locks of the lengthy variety, but

any hairstyle will do, whether very short and spiked, dreadlocks laced through with beads and

ribbons, a billowing Afro, or a flapper-esque bob. There are no color rules, either, for some

mermaids sport locks in vivid hues of green, blue, or a flaming red, while others go for very

dark or very light shades, and still others lace their hair with colored tinsel for a shimmery

appeal. Whatever style she goes for, though, a mermaid’s look is all about statement

tresses.How to Create Mermaid Hair—NIKKI VERDECCHIATO ACHIEVE A GORGEOUS

MERMAID MANE, THE MOST important tip is to keep your hair as healthy as possible, with

regular trims and conditioning. Here are some more suggestions for styling watery waves and

curls:Traci Hines’s flaming locks are positively Ariel-esque.Benjamin Hines Photography* �Use a

nonsilicone-based hair oil to make straighter locks shine or to achieve a wet look that makes

you appear as if you’ve emerged straight from the sea. A shine pomade is another option to

add a little more hold and a healthy sheen.* �Add highlights to get a sun-kissed look. If you’re

seeking multicolored mermaid hair and aren’t blond already, go to a professional for bleaching

so that you don’t damage your tresses.* �You can also create highlights with glitter. If your hair is

dark, try some bold jewel tones; if your hair is light, pastel glitter can be stunning.* �For extra

sparkle, try applying glitter eyeliner along your part. For a more emphatic effect, sprinkle extra

glitter on top before the eyeliner dries.* �To get a more intense sparkle, use glitter hair spray or

add glitter to hair gel (as much or as little as you’d like) and apply normally.* �Entwine ribbons



through your tresses (and even add a shell or two) to create a seaweedy, I’ve-just-been-

hanging-out-in-a-shipwreck look.* �Hair tinsel—thin, colorful strands tied around the roots of

several hairs—can add mermaid bling. Try a bright blue or green for some seaside

sparkle.MAKE YOUR OWN SALTWATER SPRAY—RONA BERGThe quintessential ocean

tresses: blue, glittery, and flowing.Angelina VenturellaSALT WATER MAY BE DRYING FOR

HUMAN HAIR, BUT IT also makes it voluminous: think about how wild and sexy hair looks

after a day at the beach. Many products are available that will give your hair a natural, tousled

look. Here’s a do-it-yourself saltwater spray that gives tresses extra mermaid glamour. Be sure

to condition your hair well after washing out this spray to counteract the drying effect of the

salt.MATERIALS3-ounce spray bottle3 ounces of waterA few drops of rose or lavender

essential oilA few pinches of fine sea saltDIRECTIONSFill the spray bottle with warm

water.Add drops of rose or lavender essential oil.Add sea salt.Shake the mixture well.Spray

sparingly on dry hair, then scrunch throughout.Store in a cool place out of direct sunlight.Make

a Mermaid Hair Comb—JILL ANDREWSSteve ParkeHERE’S AN ARTFUL WAY TO MAKE A

GLIMMERING OCEANIC comb featuring shell “flowers” to hold back your hair. Use

electroplated, gilded souvenir shells, typically sold as pendants with holes already drilled into

them and jump rings attached; you can buy them loose and in necklaces in beachside souvenir

shops or order them online from suppliers on Etsy or jewelry supply shops like

www.nbeads.com or www.beadunion.com.TOOLS AND MATERIALSWire snipsNeedle-nose

pliers (the slimmer, precision-point ones)24-gauge wire to match the gold edge of the shells (or

pink-gold wire and copper edging)A string of tiny predrilled shells or a souvenir necklace5

small, gold-electroplated or gold-dipped 1- to 1½-inch conch shells (or whatever shell you

prefer), with jump rings5 to 7 gold-electroplated or gold-dipped 2- to 3-inch abalone shells to

form the flower petals, with jump rings30 to 40 small crystals (the ones pictured are 4mm

Swarovski bicone crystals)A French wire combSteve ParkeDIRECTIONS1. �Prepare your

materials: Cut 12 to 14 pieces of wire 8 inches long. (Note: If the shells have an extra jump

ring, remove it so there is only one ring on each shell.) Remove the tiny shells from the

string.Steve Parke2. �Start creating the center: String 5 to 6 crystals, one tiny shell, and 5 to 6

more crystals onto a pre-cut wire. Repeat this step at least 3 or more times, depending on how

sparkly you’d like the center of your flower to be. String 5 or 6 tiny shells onto a pre-cut wire.

Isolate the crystals on the wire and twist to form a loop. Make a couple of these so that you

have a total of 6 or so shelled wires.Steve Parke3. �Twist all of the wired tiny shells together to

form a stem. It will look like a starburst when you are done.Steve Parke4. �Gather these stems

together to form the flower center. Give them a gentle twist to hold them together

temporarily.Steve Parke5. �Wire up a few of the conch shells and add them to the center of the

piece.Steve Parke6. �Make the petals from the abalone shells: Loop a wire through the attached

ring on each abalone shell. Wrap it through a few times so that the wire is secured firmly to the

ring on the end. Try to use an odd number of petals—say 5—depending on the size of your

comb; an odd number will look better.Steve Parke7. �Once the abalone shells are wired, place

them together around the center of the flower (7A). Don’t worry about the shape yet, as you will

fan everything out into a flower shape once everything is in place (7B). Be careful not to twist

and untwist the wire too often, as this could cause the wire to break.Steve ParkeSteve Parke8. �

The stem will be a bit thick at this point, so split it into two groups of wires and trim them to

even them out. Use one of the original wires you cut to wrap everything up into a tidy

bundle.Steve Parke9. �These finished wire bundles are now quite easy to wrap with a length of

the cut wire onto your comb. Wrap the wires onto the comb, tooth by tooth, for a pretty

finish.Steve Parke10. �Crimp the ends tightly so that no wires are poking out. Fold any sharp



ends under and make sure they are not facing the inside of the comb, where they could poke

your head. Adjust the shell flowers as desired; your mermaid comb is ready to wear.Steve

ParkeMERMAID MAKEUP and BEAUTYIara Mandyn wears mermaid makeup in this Chris

Crumley image.Chris CrumleyNOT UNLIKE HUMAN MAKEUP, MERMAID MAKEUP runs the

gamut of personal taste, from a California-girl vibe, as in the bronzed natural look of Daryl

Hannah’s Madison in Splash, to a more fairy-tale-like, even gothic, approach through the use of

layered blues and greens, whether soft pastels or metallics or a mix of the two, by way of

mascara, liner, shadow, and jewel-like accoutrements. A bright red lip, or another intense color,

also adds a level of drama, if you’re inclined. Naturally, shimmering pearlescent hues, crystals,

glitter, and gems—possibly influenced by all those treasure chests littering the sea floor, not to

mention all that fashionable bioluminescence surrounding them—are all irresistible to

mermaids.Classic mermaid art can offer a wealth of inspiration, too. When makeup artist

Carmindy donned a mermaid look for Halloween some years ago, she told the I Am a Mermaid

blog in a 2011 interview that she took her cue from “old illustrations” and used “a deep blue

eyeliner, then layers of different hues of turquoise—darkest at lash line and getting lighter

towards the brow bone and iridescent under the brows. When I was all done, I added a wash of

iridescent glitter across the entire lid.”A wealth of beauty products rely on sea magic as well—

particularly the incorporation of algae. Possibly the most iconic is the très chère Crème de la

Mer (literally, “Cream of the Sea”), which, according to brand legend, physicist Dr. Max Huber

invented after experiencing burns in a laboratory accident in the 1950s while working on a

rocket stabilizer. Over the course of twelve years after his accident, he experimented with sea

kelp found near his California home, ultimately creating a magical elixir that erased all evidence

of the accident and seemed to change the texture of his skin for the better. (It’s also been said

that he ate the “miracle broth” with a spoon.) Huber started selling the cream in 1965; in 1991,

after his daughter sold the brand to Estée Lauder, La Mer became—and continues to be—one

of the most coveted products in the world.The Mermaid Look: Eye Makeup for Day and Night—

NIKKI VERDECCHIARows of jewels add mermaid drama in this photograph by Steve

Parke.Steve ParkeWHETHER FOR DAY OR NIGHT, MERMAID MAKEUP IS essential to get

that sea-siren look. Take a softer approach during the day, with deep blues and icy metallics.

For extra drama at night, use bold fake eyelashes and add cosmetic jewels, available for

purchase online or at specialty cosmetic stores.TOOLS AND MATERIALSFor the Day EyeSoft

silver metallic eye shadowBlue-green metallic eye shadowShimmery deep-blue eye

shadowBlack eyelinerPurple glitter eyelinerBlack mascaraMedium eye shadow brush for the

lidSmall eye shadow contour brush for the crease and cornerBlending brush
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Jaime, “It's beautiful!!. I got this to have on hand for my granddaughters!Nanny's house is going

to be the fun place! The magicalplace where mermaids, unicorns, fairies and all thingswithin

our imaginations live!The book is absolutely gorgeous!We love it!”

Fiona, “Great gift. Price dropped by 10 bucks after I bought it, but still was a better deal than

I've seen it elsewhere. It's a beautiful book. The pictures are more matte than glossy not that

that's bad or good, it's just something I've noticed with a lot of coffee table-type books lately. It's

denser than I thought it would be which was a nice surprise”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Uncut pages. I already have the Faerie Handbook and ordered this as

preorder because I was so happy with the previous book’s content I thought this would be a

good addition to my collection. But sadly when I received the book many of the final pages

were still joined, from what I could assume it was hastily printed. To view the pages they had to

be torn or cut apart damaging the pages, which would have been perfect had they been cut by

the printer. Wish I could give the full five stars.”

Maxwell, “Every Mermaid should have this. If you love everything Goddess, Mystical,

Mermaids, then you will want to have this book.  Every Mermaid should have this.”

Kateyes76, “An absolute must for lovers of all things mermaid.. I was very excited to see this

book on Amazon. I already have the Faerie Handbook and absolutely love it. The illustrations

are just amazing, rich folklore, craft projects and recipes. These books are gorgeous and

belong in every mermaid lovers collection.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Awesome. Love it”

Su, “Would make a Nice Gift.. Lovely book with lots of nice illustrations, photos amd mermaid

info.”

Mrs H A Kirk, “Lovely book. Brilliant book”

fanfilmsérie, “Livre super. Livre vraiment sympas sur les sirènes pour celles et ceux qui sont

fans de l'univers des sirènes ce livre est un indispensable il y traite de toutes sortes de sujets :

des recettes, des idées décos ou beauté, la mythologie de la sirène... en plus le livre est très

bien illustré et la couverture et l'enveloppe du livre est vraiment très beau !L'anglais n'est pas

trop dure mais c'est quand même dommage qu'ils ne le font pas en français !”

The book by Carolyn Turgeon has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 446 people have provided feedback.
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